Gas 38”
Propane Gas Burnisher
When you want 3,700 square
metres per hour burnishing
power, you can rely on the
legendary long life and
reliability of the Polivac Gas
38” Burnisher.

Best for:

Airports
Basketball courts
Shopping centres
Sports centres
Supermarkets
General large area
burnishing

Recommended
surfaces:

Vinyl
Concrete
Granite
Marble
Polished concrete
Terrazzo
Most ultrahard floors

The Polivac
Conservation Cycle

O V E R

Y E A R S

Legendary
long life & reliability

Please see back for Features
and Technical Specifications.

The Polivac Gas 38”
has the muscle and grunt
to get the job done …fast!
Designed specially for shopping
centres, supermarkets and large
areas the Gas 38” is
‘the productivity machine’.

Simply designed to be simply
reliable …and serviced faster
You can trust Kohler power.

Dual 50 cm overlapping pads give a
huge, flawless burnishing path.
Contour-following system for an
even finish

Gas engine reliability can be a sore point –
that’s we chose the proven technology and
reliability of the 20 hp (14.9 kw) motor.
Push-button, electric start from the longlife
12 volt sealed, maintenance-free battery
fires up even in the coldest conditions.

Counter-rotating ‘Jackaroo’ pads, combined
with the ‘flexible’ pad holder and pulley
system means both pads constantly follow the
contours of the floor – giving an exceptionally
smooth and even finish.

The complete dust control system
for dust-free floors

Polivac’s ‘floating skirt’ and Total Dust
Control Vacuum System traps all polishing
dust for a beautiful finish.

Big! …and beautifully balanced

The tilt base makes fitting of pads and
servicing a breeze. Easy access to belts,
drive pulleys and the vacuum inlet.
Reduced labour service costs. Longer life.

Reinforced, powder-coated steel
body is easy to clean
…and easy on the eyes

The Gas 38’s grey finish looks good on any
site. Heavy-duty, non-marking bumper and
skirt protects walls, fittings and the machine
too!

Large counter-rotating pads and the offset,
rear-mounted engine drive the Gas 38”
with perfect balance.

Technical
Specifications
MODEL

‘Gas 38’

MOTOR

Kohler 14.9 kw (20 hp)

DRIVE PAD
SPEED	

1800 rpm

PAD PRESSURE

10 kg (22 lbs)

VACUUM

Single stage, active centrifugal
vacuum with steel impeller

Battery	

12 volt, 33 amp hour, 		
wet, sealed, long life

DRIVE

Belts and pulleys

GAS BOTTLE

9 kg (Optional extra)

Dimensions

140 cm (55.1") long x 112 cm
(44.1") wide x 90 cm (35.4")
high

SHIPPING
170 kg (including packing)
WEIGHT	Machine weight 140 kg
FINISH	Industrial enamel,
powder-coated
warranty	

1 year on motor and parts

Operators simply guide the machine
as it's self-propulsion system glides the
Gas 38 over the floor. No weight or strain
on shoulders, backs or arms.

Increased productivity
through intelligent design

Your Authorised Polivac Distributor:

Polivac product is backed by a national
and international network, so you 		
can be confident of service, repairs or
parts supply being turned around ...fast!

You can rely on Polivac’s legendary long life and reliability!

49 Henderson Street
North Melbourne, Victoria
AUSTRALIA 3051
Telephone: (613) 9329 0700
Fax: (613) 9329 7707
Email: polivac@polivac.com.au

www.polivac.com.au
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120 Distributors in Australia,
New Zealand and worldwide

